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Another totally different scheme was propounded by Samuel
Barnett in the Nineteenth Century in 1883 and by Charles
Booth in 1891. Booth advocated a non-contributory state-
provided pension available to every one without distinction
at sixty-five years of age. He backed up this proposal with
statistics suggesting that over half a million persons of that
age were in receipt of poor-relief, out of an age-group of only
one and a quarter million. In other words, two old persons
out of every five were already in receipt of locally granted
pensions, a fact which proved the prevalence of the pension
habit, even though it afforded no reliable measure of the
extent of old-age destitution. And the great strength of Charles
Booth's scheme was precisely that if old-age pensions were a
national charge their potential recipients would no longer be
at the mercy of such varying conditions as the different
destitution authorities might think fit or unfit to impose.
The liberal government appointed a royal commission in
1893 with both Chamberlain and Booth as members and Lord
Aberdare as chairman, to consider ' whether any alterations in
the systems of poor-law relief are desirable in the case of per-
sons whose destitution is occasioned by incapacity for work
resulting from old age; or whether assistance could otherwise
be afforded in these cases/ Its somewhat inconclusive report
proposed differential treatment of the respectable aged poor,
but pot by adopting any of the pension schemes so far sug-
gested.
The idea that it was possible to single out a category of
deserving old sheep and treat them better than the undeserving
goats dominated all discussions on public provision for old
age throughout the 1890's. Public support was to be a prize
for being good. It was to be meted out not according to needs
but according to merit. But the only 9bjective test of moral
character, and that by no means a reliable one, was the one
suggested by Barnett—independence of poor relief throughout
a long term of years.
In 1899 seven bills on the aged deserving poor were referred
to a select committee. Under Chaplin's chairmanship this

